1. Generalities. Let G be a topological group and let r denote the topology on C(G) of pointwise convergence on G. We define a subspace M{G) of C{G) on G by M(G) = {f EL C(G)\{r s f\s E G} is relatively τ-compact}. (Here r s f is the right translate of / by s, r s f(t) = f(ts) for all t E G.) If, in this definition, r is replaced by the norm, resp. weak, topology of C(G), one gets the more familiar almost periodic, resp. weakly almost periodic, subspace of C(G). The space M(G) was introduced in a different way by Mitchell [6] in the more general setting of semitopological semigroups. The following characterizations of M(G) (which also hold in this more general setting) are due to Mitchell [6], Baker and Butcher [1] , and the first of the present authors [3] . More definitions and comments follow the statement of the theorem. THEOREM It is an easy exercise to show that (i) and (iii) are equivalent (in the k -space setting). The equivalence of (ii), (iii), and (iv) is proved using results of Grothendieck One of the hypotheses in the theorem which follows is a completeness assumption. We do not define it explicitly, but remark that locally compact spaces and complete metric spaces are complete in this sense and refer the reader to I. Namioka 
LMC(G) is the largest left m-introverted subspace of C(G). Also, f E LMC(G) if and only if
2. The counterexample. The following example shows that some completeness hypothesis is necessary for the conclusion of Theorem 2 to hold.
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EXAMPLE.
Let G be a dense countable subgroup of the usual additive real numbers R with the property that every finitely generated subgroup of G is in fact singly generated. (G could be the dyadic or ordinary rationals.
) We construct a function / E C(R) whose restriction to G is in M(G)\LUC(G).
Take a E JR, a > 0. Let g be a uniformly continuous function on R with the properties (i) g(r) = 0 for ί^O; (ii) g(na) = 0 for all positive integers n; (iii) there is δ > 0 such that for each n there is an interval I n C[nα,(n + l)α] of length δ with |g(ί)l = 1 for t E /". Next, let {w n } be a sequence in G which decreases to zero, is such that u n generates the same subgroup of G as {u u , u n ], and such that {u n I n = 1,2, } generates G. (For example, if G is the dyadic rationals, {u n } could be {l/2 n }; if G is the rationals, {u n } could be {1/rc!}.) Let H be any nonconstant continuous function on [0, 1] 
with H(0) = H(l), and define h: R -^ R by h(t) = H((t mod u n )lu n )
if na^t<(n + l)α.
We put f(t)=g(t)h(t) for ί E R.
The function h is continuous on R except possibly at the points na (n = 1,2,3, * ); since g vanishes at these points, / is continuous.
The oscillation of h in any subinterval of [na, (n + l)α] of length w π is equal to the oscillation of H in [0,1]. If u n ^ δ, the oscillation of / in some interval of length u n is at least this, by property (iii) of g. Since u n -> 0, / is not uniformly continuous.
We use the criterion (iv) of Theorem 1 to show that the restriction of / to G is in M(G). Suppose {s m } and {t n } are sequences in G with {s m } relatively compact in G. Suppose Since s m -»s, this last limit equals lim π g(5 +.£,), i.e., Finally, we may assume (s + t n ) mod a-^b (say), and have two cases to deal with.
(1) If b = 0 or α, then by property (ii) of g and uniform continuity, lim n g(s + t n ) = 0; this implies that the first of the limits * is 0, since h is bounded. Similarly, we see that the second limit of * is also 0.
(2) If ί)/0 or α, we consider m large enough so that 0< (s m -s) + b < α, and then also, for all large enough π, if ka < s + t n < (k + \)a for some integer fe, in addition ka <(s m -s) + (5 + t n )<{k + l)α.
In the interval [ka, (k + l)α], /ι behaves like a function of period u k , so that, if (s m -5) is in the group generated by u k (which it will be if k is large enough, and hence if n is large enough),
h(s m + t H ) = h((s m -s) + (s + O) = Λ(s + ίn)
Thus, the second of the limits * equals lim rt g(s + t n )h(s + t n ), which is the same as the first limit of *. .) What may be a little surprising is that there is a function in M(G) whose continuous extension to R is not in Jί(R). For, every function almost periodic, resp. weakly almost periodic, on G extends to a function in C(R) that is almost periodic, resp. weakly almost periodic. (See [5] . This result also holds more generally.)
